
First time audit of a spiritual site, the Grandmaster Wong temple: The legend of Huang Da 

Xian, Grandmaster Wong, is very well-known amongst most Chinese people. Huang Da Xian 

was born in Jia Hua and he was a shepherd. However, after spending a lot of time in the moun-

tains, he gained enlightenment and ascended to heaven as an immortal. Later on, Huang Da 

Xian helped his brother to gain enlightenment and subsequently, ascended to heaven as an 

immortal as well.

The new Huang Da Xian temple was an example of going for the water, forgetting the structu-

re, Tan Shui Mong Ju. While the mountains in the area do release veins, the close proximity of 

the temple to the water in the front creates 'pulling nose' Qi. The facing of the temple was also 

quite windy, again providing a hint that the temple was perhaps not quite positioned correctly.

Next issue that became apparent was that the mountains in the vicinity were not the correct 

kind of mountains for spirituality because the vein being tapped was a Huge Door Mountain, 

which is actually used to bring benefit to commercial sites for earning money. While the Feng 

Shui in the area was quite alright, the location of the temple just could have been better if it 

was shifted to the actual Meridian spot produced by the Dragon Veins. 

Feng Shui is all about walking the mountains and so plenty of walking had to be done around 

the new Huang Da Xian Temple. The first quick walk was down to a burial spot belonging to a 

former Prime Minister from the Sung Dynasty. The tomb was orientated to face an elephant hill 

as the An Shan, but the problem with it was that it lacked a ghost mountain, Gui Tok, to sup-

port the spot.
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After a fairly challenging climb, we were rewarded not only with an excellent view of the 

mountain ranges surrounding the new Huang Da Xian temple, but also with standing at a 

location where one could see the veins shooting out from a very unique Huge Door mountain. 

Here we saw what is actually meant by "tapping into a Dragon Vein”. We also identified at a 

nearby mountain the location of the unused, undiscovered meridian spot.

The mountains at the back of the old Huang Da Xian temple are known as two very special Tan 

Lang Mountains, exactly as described in the Ru Di Yan Classics, Entering Earth Eye Classics, 

which produce double or twin effects, specifically related to spirituality and enlightenment. In 

this case here, this constellation produced two immortals. 
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The spot in the case of old Huang Da Xian temple was a cave that was located right inside the 

vein. It was inside the cave that Huang Da Xian studied and sought enlightenment, and 

eventually ascended to Heaven as an immortal. The temple was built later, to honour Huang 

Da Xian, also known as Grandmaster Wong.

The Qi is locked in by a table mountain in a formation known as the "Steps to Heaven” formati-

on, Shang Tian Ti. The table mountain is actually too high but because the use of the space is 

for spiritual practice, the height of the table mountain is acceptable. Finally, what makes the 

location superior Luan Tou is that the water mouth is exquisitely locked in by a Majestic Seat, 

Xian Ren Da Zuo Mountain, guarding the water. The embrace and dragon of this site was ideal. 

In addition the mountain ranges around the site formed a perfect spiral city. The entire spiral 

city also is derived from one mountain, creating the location as a one-gua formation.
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